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Abstract: 

To build and sustain brands people love and trust, one must focus—not only on today but also on tomorrow. It’s not easy…but 

balancing the short and long term is key to delivering sustainable, profitable growth—growth that is good for our shareholders but 

also good for our consumers, our employees, our business partners, the communities where we live and work, and the planet we 

inhabit – Irene B. Rosenfeld, CEO Kraft 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This assessment gives an abbreviation of what are corporate 

social responsibilities are, how and why are necessary for any 

business. This assessment will also consist of aware Corporate 

Social Responsibility (CSR) and with a detailed analysis of 

Apple’s Corporate Social Responsibility 

 

CSR?  
CSR stands for Corporate Social Responsibility. It is an area 

of interest performed by large entities in order to promote 

sustainable development by serving economic, social and 

environmental benefits to all stakeholders and shareholders. 

Ultimately CSR leads to Sustainable Development.  CSR 

ensures to meet the expected social and environmental 

standards keeping competitiveness aside.  

 

 
 

Key Issues 
What are the key issues of CSR? Environmental management, 

eco-efficiency, responsible sourcing, stakeholder engagement, 

employee and community relations, social equity, gender 

balance, anti-corruption measures and many more. In today's 

globalised and competitive world, it's not just the 

multinational firms who go for Corporate Social 

Responsibility but also minor ones who choose the same path 

for longer existence.  

 

How to initiate?  
How do you get started? The procedures begins with the 

identification of CSR issues, access and analyze the ability of 

firm against issues and lately target for the objectives and set 

aims to develop core values. (Chen et al., 2012) There’s a 

management standard already been set, which a company is 

expected to attain in order to be certified for CSR job. This is 

then further verified.  

 
 

Advantages of following CSR to the company? 

The more efficiently and effectively role played by a company 

gives it an advantage of getting differentiates from the rest 

market competition. Moreover, this enhances the goodwill of a 

company and gives a strong argument for the long term 

justification and existence to firm. People are more likely to 

support these firms which in return take the business decisions 

for the betterment of society. It is trying to lay out an 

arrangement of shown segments that are identical to all 

Corporate Social Responsibility programs. (Trong Tuan, 

2012) Every CSR program should be composed and 

ceaselessly assessed by the necessities of the group influenced 

by a mining venture. Making an effective CSR venture is in 

this manner as a rule a procedure of experimentation. Be that 

as it may, most CSR ventures center and join three mains 

zones: the first social, second the environment and then 

economical factors. CSR can also let company work better in 

their own ways for future improvements and more likely for 

their innovations.  

 

Corporate Social Responsibility not only is just beneficial to 

the business firm it is the benefits for whole, indulging 

customer, society, and for future generation. CSR is also done 

for the better for the business organisations. CSR programs 

ordinarily put resources into framework (consumable water, 

power, schools, streets, healing centres, clinic gear, waste 

repairs, and so forth.), also hepls in creating social activities 

(giving secondary school and college instruction, giving data 

on HIV anticipation, workshops on sexual orientation issues, 

data on family arranging, enhancing cleanliness, and so on.), 

which in further enhance human captial (preparing nearby 
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individuals to be utilized by the mining venture or to give 

outsourced benefits, advance and give abilities on micro 

business, aquaculture, trim development, creature raising, 

material generation, and so on.). (Mears and Smith, 1995) 

CSR is not mandatory but it is a initiative every organisation 

to opt into, even if it is a small organisation or well known and 

big organisation. CSR creates long assurance for a business 

and it also shortens the resources or may be applicable for the 

products to re use. Government can assume a supporting part 

in empowering maintainable business hones through a brilliant 

blend of wilful arrangement measures and, where essential, 

reciprocal regulation.CSR is vital for the supportability, 

aggressiveness, and advancement capacity of undertakings and 

the economy. It brings benefits for chance administration, cost 

reserve funds, access to capital, client connections, and human 

asset administration. (Kulshrestha and Padiya, 2011) 

 

Long Term benefits of CSR 

A business always plays a vital role in not just developing 

their economical growth but always should play a role in 

developing a wealth creation for society. A company is a 

creation of society. It gets all its valuable resources from the 

society and sells its ultimate goods or services to society. 

Therefore, in order to maintain the healthy market it is the 

Company which is responsible for Society's peace and 

environment. With an increase in pollution level and other 

environmental problems, Companies are expected to take 

measures in order to balance and answer to the society. 

Though, there is never a foundation to firms to opt for Social 

Responsibilities, but, if the companies do so, in return it is 

benefitted with making money- by utilizing their resources 

and converting social and environmental problems into 

opportunities. (Tilt, 2016) CSR helps to create a direct link 

between a company and the society outside. Moreover, as a 

result, there's a strengthen in the relationship between 

employers, employees and the total management resulting in 

healthy work environment.  

 

There are various merits a company could achieve after 

adopting CSR- Most important for running a business is 

regular and satisfied customers. So, there's an Increase in 

Customer Loyalty, wherein, with an increase in competition, 

consumers are also aware of the social issues. Customers are 

more promising to the companies who opt for CSR rather than 

who do not. Now talking about the internal management, who 

are responsible for the success of business; would be proud to 

being remunerated for a well established and repudiated 

company. Employees would be more motivated and will work 

efficiently and productively. Later, it would be easier for the 

company to hier the specialized and professional talents 

available in market. CSR not only improves the brand image 

of the company but also maintains or increases its profitability 

margin. Adopting the social responsibility helps the company 

to take advantage of charging higher prices. As consumers are 

now aware of social rights, they are even convinced to pay 

higher rates. It helps a company to earn higher profits with 

goodwill. Now highlighting the real owners of the company, 

the Share market is very sensitive regarding information’s of 

the company. Good news regarding the company makes it 

worthy for shareholders to invest in and vice versa. If 

company would be at its peak leaving its remarkable actions 

back for the society, it will attain a recognizable and good 

reputation. (Aptekar, 1966) The better the reputation of 

company, more the people are intending to buy specific 

company's share. This will result in hike the market value of 

shares and existing shareholders could attain huge profits in 

terms of either dividends or trading stocks of company. 

Although, there’s never an obligation towards the company to 

choose the path of CSR. But in order to maintain its existence 

and long term justification it's the company who could make 

it's name better off! They worked together in the late 1970’s 

designed, planned, and marketed the computer series Apple II. 

On April 1, 1976 the company  was established and the 

incorporation took place on January 3,1977 in Cupertino, 

California. It is one of the strongest competitors over the 

world till now and also provides a variety of computers to the 

public Apple Computer company was the name for its first 30 

years but the word ‘Computer’ was taken off on January 

9,2007,as to show the expansion of the company in market of 

electronics. On August 27, 1999 current Apple Inc logo was 

introduced. In the electronic industry, a unique and 

exceptional reputation is built by Apple. The most appreciated 

organisationin United States in 2008 and in the world in 2008, 

2009 and 2010 by the Fortune Magazine Since Steve Jobs 

views differed from others, he left the company in 1985, and 

on July 9, 1997 Steve Jobs entered the company again at a 

post of interim CEO to begin a crucial of the company’s 

products, and again finally became the CEO in August 2011. 

The launching of Apple retail stores by Apple was finally 

announced on May1, 2001, which were to be located across 

United State computer markets. That is Apple: making strong 

inquiries, handling huge issues, and tirelessly improving to 

comprehend them. The approach likewise lies at the core of 

our worldwide ecological procedure—driving us to make not 

only the best items in the world, however the best items for the 

world. Apple is continually assessing the worldwide vitality 

arrangement scene to best help providers and directions that 

advance vitality productivity and sustainable power source. 

Sustainable advances are quickly building up, the financial 

aspects of sustainable power source are developing, and 

vitality and carbon arrangements are in motion. 

(Images.apple.com, 2018) They also draw in with 

governments in our key assembling markets, guarantee that 

our program is lined up with their needs, and empower 

arrangements that scale sustainable power source limit and 

empower utility. Apple’s customers to pick their vitality 

source. While some of their providers have profound skill in 

vitality and environmental change, numerous don't. Through 

the Clean Energy Portal, Apple is currently ready to sharing 

their worldwide bits of knowledge and updates on sustainable 

power source with several makers around the globe. They are 

also giving makers better specialized, financial, and approach 

information to quicken their progress to clean vitality. Apple 

has also made its vitality productivity a need over the greater 

part of their facilities, seeing vitality funds of 25 percent or 

more in the structures assessed and even directed broad 

vitality proficiency ventures at their corporate central 

command in Cupertino, California, and the encompassing 

Santa Clara Valley where there work in excess of 180 

structures. Likewise apple has done at different grounds with 

high vitality utilize, for example, Elk Grove and Austin.  
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Apple and CSR 

 

 
 

As structures age and their own working needs change, which 

also enhanced then to cut forceful projects to enhance the 

solace and capacity of their function, also even ensuring that 

they require less energy. Apple has also indulged many acts 

and law safety for their employees and even supported the 

communities and society. There are numerous of things 

involving CSR connected to Apple. As everybody knows that 

apple has been one of the best companies in this world. 

Environmental issues are also considered by Apple as it also 

consists of 160 recycling in around whole globe. Apple has 

also gathered a lot money just reusing its products. Apple 

offers reusing programs in 99 percent of the nations it works 

and the organization has occupied in excess of 508 million 

pounds of electronic waste from landfills since 2008. The 

reports have also shown that apple has used more than 99% of 

their packaging as reused paper. This also does benefit the 

environment as sustainable development. Apple has also 

insured that the devices bought are power saving while 

charging which uses fewer watts than other and all the 

necessary apps like imessage, Facetime and Siri these work on 

hundred percentage of renewable energy. Customary supply 

chains are straight. Materials are mined, fabricated as items, 

and regularly wind up in landfills after utilize. At that point 

the procedure begins over and more materials are removed 

from the earth for new items. It has been a highly classified 

objective ought to be a shut circle production network, where 

items are fabricated utilizing just sustainable assets or reused 

material.(Images.apple.com, 2018) Apple is also considering 

about having programs set up to guarantee the limited 

materials we utilize in their items are sourced capably through 

strict benchmarks and programs on the ground that drive 

positive change. The effect of water utilize differs 

fundamentally relying upon the watershed conditions where 

the water is being utilized. the organisation has also kept on 

looking at more advanced approaches to gauge and break 

down our water utilize. In this environment segment apple has 

considered all the segments to overtake all the CSR sectors for 

the environment and society. As it also promotes sustainable 

developments. The organisation can even oversee water is 

distinctive in light of the atmosphere and nature of our tasks 

over our offices, regardless of whether it's our server farms, 

corporate workplaces, producing locales, or retail locations. 

Apple has also outlined worldwide water use against shortage 

pointers. This investigation causes us organize their protection 

endeavors over their tasks. Based on their study of behaviour 

also undertaking with software and hardware where apple 

keep their testing machines this is all built by the organisation 

itself, so while making these devices apple develop them so 

much marvellous that they come to know about their every 

pros and cons. Society role apple has always been very 

particular about donations and charity. In 2017 apple donated 

1 million dollar. These are those CSR and economical ethics 

which aorganisation does for social welfare and well being. 

There are several moments where apple have taken a imitative 

for all those suffering from HIV for example apple launched a 

iphone 7 in red colour which apple also launched specially for 

patients suffering HIV on HIV day. Since 2016, Apple 

expanded our attention on moving communities, affecting 

open arrangement, and adding to enhancing worldwide results 

past the fringes of our business advantages. They also 

extended their own key organisation with their engagements. 

They shared their vision and their adventure at essential 

gatherings and occasions, worked together with peer 

associations, bolstered authoritative Endeavours through 

promotion, and discovered better approaches to draw in with 

their clients on the significance of ensuring our planet. 

(Sherman, 2011) The world's most valuable assets, similar to 

water and paper, are sustainable on the off chance that they're 

overseen mindfully. Apple organisation set their goals to all 

that they can to moderate them. They are also estimating our 

water impression and discovering approaches to decrease or 

reuse water wherever conceivable. Apple has also focused on 

using plastics and paper bags as short or as reusable in 

packaging like zero-waste-to-landfill goals at their own 

grounds and retail locations. What's more, Apple is also 

focusing on ensuring and making more economical 

timberlands than they were utilizing. As we read all the above 

about how apple organisation Corporate social responsibilities 

and we know now that how Apple have created their own 

policies and ways to be more authenticated to their corporate 

social responsibilities.  

 
 

Integrated Theory and Apple-  

Integrated theory is the theory undertaken by the organisation 

which are long term and are meant for profitable organisation 

and led for well being of society. Apple has used integrated 

theory for their corporate social responsibility. Consequently, 

associations create and refresh programs and arrangements 

trying to gauge their social and ecological execution, while 

additionally captivating in conferences with partners and, 

amid this process, imparting their qualities to workers, natural 
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gatherings, nearby groups, and governments. At the centre of 

the CSR banter about is companies should change from a 

condition of negligible consistence to a method of 

engagement, from hurt minimization to esteem creation 

(Luetkenhorst, 2004; Novak, 1996). Utilizing this recently 

orchestrated system, the paper inspects observation ally the 

CSR execution of select organizations working in Lebanon, 

archiving their perspectives and routine with regards to CSR. 

In the procedure, the paper likewise reveals insight into 

functional contemplation, which have not been concurred 

enough consideration in the CSR writing, relating for case to 

the lodging of CSR inside corporate structures, the 

administration decisions with regards to CSR, and the 

difficulties looked in the quest for CSR in a creating nation 

setting. As we have read in the above assessment that Apple 

has shown it clearly that it has been doing continuously for the 

social welfare and their all concerns. Apple has not been well 

for the society but has taken care of all the elements 

considered in integrated theory like; - environment, 

employees, communities, financers, consumers, government 

and stakeholders. The emphasis on CSR part of the business 

was expanded to a significant degree. Corporate Social 

Responsibility standards have long been a piece of illuminated 

business hone, however the idea has seen a bewildering 

command and resurgence lately. By the by, the idea has not 

been consistently grasped, with waiting wandering 

perspectives about its potential value and relevance. To 

cynics, CSR is contradictory to sound business practice and 

serves to weaken its core interest on riches creation (Clement-

Jones, 2005; Murray, 2005). Defenders however describe 

CSR as fundamental for effective business tasks and as an 

open door for business to look past limited monetary returns 

and take the more extensive social concern into thought 

(Jackson and Nelson, 2004; Rudolph, 2005). In this 

assessment I would like to conclude as for any organisation 

corporate social responsibility <CSR> should be considered to 

be a mandatory factor as it benefits everyone involved with it 

even the environment. This also gives a firm a long term 

lasting as we read above that while dealing with CSR we save 

a lot of resources. Promotion of CSR is also supported by the 

government as it is fruitful for the society and environment. 

CSR is taking responsiblity in all the edges which involves, 

Enveloping four arrangements of obligations: financial, 

legitimate, moral, and magnanimous. In this report it 

arguments were led in all side of CSR which is lately related 

to apple organisation and explained with examples, Contends 

that CSR must be available in each of the four zones at the 

same time. In any case, the small or unsuccessful 

organizations get from its diverse partners might be 

significantly huge and opposing between each other. Financial 

specialists and investor may ask for higher edges, buyer ask 

bring down costs, laborers may ask for higher advantages and 

NGOs, people group and governments may additionally 

weight for ecologically amicable practices. Moreover, the 

downside of embracing CSR programs is that an organization 

risks making a group reliant on the digging movement for 

group advancement. Such people group reliance can turn into 

a main problem when a mine closes and the organization is 

attempting to leave the zone. All in all, social duty has existed 

in undertakings on the world for quite a while. This is an 

imperative factor influencing the quality and notoriety of the 

business in the focused business. In spite of the fact that the 

corporate social obligation seems to create more benefit than 

the cost, numerous analysts have reprimanded it on various 

social issues, and morals. 
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